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XXL:  The ultimate XMM contiguous survey
Florian Pacaud1 and Marguerite Pierre2, on behalf of the XMM XXL collaboration3

Look for me !

1: Argelander-Insitut für Astronomie, Bonn University, Germany.
2: Service d’Astrophysique, CEA/Saclay, Gif-sur-Yvette, France.
3: The main Co-I list is available at the bottom of this poster
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The collaboration Kick-off meeting will take place in Corsica
(France) next May and is open to all interested persons.
For more information on the collaboration and the project,
please consult the meeting website:

XXL : The ultimate XMM extragalactic survey
Consortium meeting, May 2-6 2011, Bonifacio - France

Website: http://arachnos.astro.ulg.ac.be/RPub/Colloques/XXL2/index.html

If you want to join us, please contact the P.I. (Marguerite
Pierre, marguerite.pierre@cea.fr), or any Co-I that you may
know and tell them about your proposed contribution

Northern field:
• X-ray coverage 25 deg2

• Optical imaging: CFHTLS
• Optical spectroscopy: VIPERS
• NIR: WIRDS survey
• Partial Herschel coverage
• Spitzer: SWIRE over 11 deg2

Southern field:
• X-ray coverage 25 deg2

• Current optical imaging: BCS
• Future optical imaging: DES
• NIR: VISTA survey
• Spitzer coverage over 14 deg
• Partial Herschel coverage
• Within the SPT mm deep field

(and soon SPTpol)

Cluster targeted follow-up:
• Chandra guaranteed time over interesting systems
• Optical/NIR spectroscopy proposed to ESO

The XXL survey is the largest XMM project approved so far
(3Ms for XMM AO10/11, >6Ms in total).

By the end of XMM AO11, it will achieve a full 10ks
coverage over two contiguous 25deg2 fields. This is by a
factor of 10 the largest contiguous survey ever performed
at this depth, thus permitting unprecedented studies of the
3-D distribution of X-ray sources over large scales.

The primary goal of the survey is to obtain a sample of
about 600 new galaxy clusters which is expected to yield
competitive constraints on dark energy parameters. We will
also detect more than 40,000 AGNs and be able to measure
and the clustering of several different populations.

In the future an extension of the project is planned to
increase the total coverage to 40ks.

The cluster sample:
The plots below show the cluster number counts expected
for the XXL, as well as the average correlation function of
the detected sources, as extrapolated from XMM-LSS (C20
is  scaled version of the C2 selection for 40ks images):

Fisher analysis:
Detailed Fisher matrix predictions of the constraints on
dark energy parameters were published in Pierre, Pacaud et
al. 2011 (accepted by MNRAS). These made use of the
cluster number counts and their average correlation
function in several redshift/radial bins and accounted for
cosmic variance in both observables.
The resulting constraints on the dark energy equation of
state are shown below for a 10ks exposure time (left) and
40ks exposures (right)

Scaling relation assumptions:
The slope and scatter of cluster scaling laws were assumed
constant, but the normalization of the M-L relation was left
free and self-constrained by the mass determination for
the XXL clusters. The plot below shows the constraints on
this normalization for several redshift bins

Summary of Dark Energy constraints:
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Adopted mass accuracySelection

The first 10deg2 of data were analyzed as part of the XMM-
LSS survey (Pacaud et al. 2006, Pierre et al. 2007, Pacaud et
al. 2007, Adami et al. 2011).

Our detection pipeline was extensively
tested over realistic XMM simulations
and the detection efficiencies were
precisely estimated.
This lead us to show that the source
selection in XMM newton depends
strongly on their intrinsic extension
(see plot on the left).
The XMM-LSS catalogue currently
provides the only XMM cluster sample
with a published selection function.

We defined 2 cluster samples:
• The C1 sample:

Uncontminated -  ~7cl./deg2

• The C2 sample:
50% contaminated - 12cl./deg2

These numbers have been validated
over real data and are compatible with
ΛCDM expectations assuming some
standard set of scaling relations. 

The effective mass limits for our samples

Selection function

Our experience with these cluster
samples enabled us to estimate,
for each sample, the average mass
uncertainty that can be obtained
straight from the survey data.
These assumptions are listed in
the table on the left and were used
to scale the XXL project
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